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"Spring fever," one of the
most common of human afflic-

tions, has its way with many
of us just after winter departs
with a final chilly huff. We
lean, we droop, we sag, we
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seek a pleasant spot to sit and
sun ourselves. We complain
of being tired out and, in
many cases, we really are.

COMMUNITY RESPONSE In springtime, after the
arduous days of winter, and
possibly after a siege with
colds or other diseases, we

One of the most discouraging things about New England
Communities is the lack of interest that people manifest in those

IK M" USWCRtSWAGON- -
meetings that mean so much to their welfare. mm.may be. low on energy. Of lir BUJLPING SKILL, HEv "BEGAN PERFECTINGRecently I have observed three occasions that were . Sun

course,, spring fever isn't
really a disease. What mostday meetings with considerable appeal and very limited attend

ance. While the weather was not particularly attractive in two of us are suffering from' is tfrm BROTHER HAW HE STARTED

fatigue, often due merely toinstances, the attendance could not be fully attributed to that ,CWW Mi QIS, LATER JOINED ttfjoverwork or overplay. To com, Rather it is our feeling that people in this section of the YOUNGER. BROTHER. RCV,
bat it we need extra rest, sun

country are lulled into complete indifference by certain out shine and the right food to
ward shows of liberality. They fail to recognize the fact that
beneath this surface of goodwill and understanding are all the

supply necessary energy.
One way to combat fatigue

is to get the right amount of
food at the right time. This

forces that keep them from better jobs, homes and health. It
makes them feel that they are quite capable individually of
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OF JOBS.
overcoming a great many handicaps that will not budge without means eating enough to main-

tain the proper weight (your
doctor can tell you how muchmass action:

There is a great need for an 'awakening in this section of you should weigh) and it r" WHO BUILDS FDRAmerica as far as some minority groups are concerned. You means eating a balanced-diet- .

Extra rest and carfeul attenbetter forego reading that paper or taking your Sunday after PROGRESS BVIDS NOT FOI2
noon nap occasionally and get out into your community and find tion to diet in the springtime

will put us in the best condiout what is really going on. For if you do not, a very con-
siderable group of us may wake up and find that it is too late to
do lots of things that ought to be done. "

tion to enjoy the outdoor days
of summer. All of us benefit THIS AND THATby an occasional change of

One of the reasons that allscene, and now is the time to
plan ahead for a pleasant, rec-
reational vacation. Sedentary newspapers advise advertisers

to use their column is becauseworkers will profit if they get they feel sure that if people areshort capsule vacation" made aware of the sales offereach day, by getting some sort
of outdoor exercise. ings that are made, they will

beat their way to the door of
those establishments whereIt is the desire for a change
they can get the most for theirwhich makes some of us fall

victims to "soriner fever." We dollars. That is especially true
are bored with the same old in these days when the costs

of living are so exceedinglyfoods, clothes and scenes. In
the old days the usual prescrip high.
tion for this condition was A small enterprise like the
some evil-tasti- ng tonic, such

"DEMOCRACY AT THE CROSSROADS"

There is a very old adage that goes like this, "The proof of
the pudding is in the eating. " The implication is, that no mat-

ter how attractive looking it may be, if it is not edible, then it
is not acceptable for practical eating purposes.

It is "but a step from such homespun philosophy to the point
of view that recognizes the fact than any theory, economic or
otherwise, that has to with the general welfare of the people, is
no better than its prcatical application.

Democracy is at the crossroads today where it must prove
that its theories and concepts can be taken off paper and made
to work for the best interests of all people everywhere. There
can neither be hesitancy or reluctance about this, for in propor-
tion as we succumb to these weaknesses, in the same proportion
is the whole theory threatened.

It happens that the democracy that we tie our faith to at
the moment is based on an unalterable high regard for free
enterprise. A concept that has been used in the past for the
selfish welfare of a few ajid to the detriment of th many.

This type of free enterprise has never gotten the nation
into anything but economic difficulties. And when those dif-

ficulties descend upon the people with the attending social
deprivations, they become amenable to all sorts of wild ideas
and schemes . . . anything that promises relief.

That is why democracy must do more than sound good to

Chronicle particularly depends
upon this medium for its de

by Walter Wendall

he outside. Outside wihere
groups of loungers congregate
to pass the time of day and
make it most undesirable for
potential customers to a
pproach the business or see
the window display.

This does not necessarily
mean that the undesirables be
directly outside of the door.
They may well be a few' blocks
away but in the same neigh-
borhood. Yet they give the en-
tire neighborhood a bad rep-
utation and therefore custom-
ers would rather trade in ,the
down-tow- n section.

There is likewise the phys-
ical atsmosphere that helps to
make a business. If the neigh-
borhood is dirty in appearance,
it is not conducive to people
desiring to buy food or drugs.

In other words a newspaper
cannot only create potential
customers through the ads it
carries but it can also do thing
about the area in which busi-
nesses operate. It can create a
far more favorable atmosphere
with the frames of mind of
For a newspaper also aeals
people and therefore can create
constructive attitudes that will
do a lot of good for advertisers

as sulphur and molasses. To-

day some of us have discover-
ed that the purchase of a
brand new hat or a colorful tie
is a very effective antidote for
lassitude.

velopment. And therefore cor-
respondingly, the readers must
support them through trading
with those people who adver
tise with the papers and really

If real fatigue exists, under offer dollar for dollars values.
But no newspaper can guarthe guise of "spring fever,"

antee that because they are givit must be combatted, for
when we are tired we are
more apt to contract infec-
tions. Accuracy of vision and
coordination are also affected
by 'fatigue, so that we are

en an ad that people will auto-
matically select that store ve

all others. That is true
because we all operate in a
free competitive market where
people have the right to make
their own choices as far as
merchants go.

There is another phase in
which a small local paper can
operate constructively as far
as neighborhood merchants
are concerned. And that is in
building up the type of at-

mosphere that is conducive
to better business.

For instance it is quite ob-
vious that though a "merchant
may have the very best win-
dow displays and the most
reasonably, priced merchandise
in the community, they may
not get the free flow from their
shelves that they ought to get
The reasons may well be on

the ears as is often the case in the glowing word pictures that
are painted about it. One such statement was the following
that was made by Secretary of State Marshall at Moscow, "To
us a society is not free if law abiding citizens live in fear of
being denied the right to work, or deprived of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness.

To vwhich Russian journalists later replied' that this in no
way was applicable to millions of citizens that live in the United
States. Which was of course a very cogent criticism of the dif-
ference between spoken word and reality in this country.

Thus this democracy that is built upon a reverence for free
enterprise has lots of questions to answer in the minds of the
people of the world before they can be expected to accept it
fully. People who doubt our sincerity because our acts do not
conform with our pronouncements.

There is-.n- reason for rattling sabers with the hope of
frightening people, for they do not scare anymore as rapidly
than we do. In fact history proves that, that is the very way not
to convince people." But they can be easily persuaded if they
find out that the pudding eats as delightfully as it looks.

more apt to be involved in
accidents than we are when
we are rested. Since undue,
persistent fatigue may be the
first sign of a serious illness,
fatigue that does not disappear
under proper rest and diet
should mean a visit to the doc-
tor for a medical check-u- p.

In the next article, the
formation of good health
habits will be discussed.

This column is sponsored,
in the interest of better health,
by The Hartford Tuberculosis
and Public Health Society,
Inc., 65 Wethersfield Avenue.

By Ersa nines
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